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Poly student 
mugged on 
M ill Street
Amanda Retzer
MUSTANG DAILY
A Cal Poly psychology senior 
was mugged Monday morning 
while walking along Mill Street.
Marissa Nakano was walking 
along the 1400 block of Mill Street 
at about 7:50 a.m. when, according 
to a San Luis Obispo Police 
Department press release, “an 
older, white, full-sized pickup 
drove up to her and stopped.”
Police said 
the passenger 
in the truck got 
out and ripped 
the purse out 
of Nakano’s 
hands as she fell 
to the ground.
The suspect 
then reportedly 
jumped back in 
the vehicle and 
drove eastbound
Isaiah Dale 
Aguilar
on Mill, while 
Nakano suffered minor scrapes.
A witness was nearby and called 
911 to report the crime. Five to six 
police units responded to the call 
and combed the area immediately 
after the incident.
Later on Monday, Nakano 
returned to the scene with police, 
where a vehicle insurance card was 
found on the ground. The card’s 
location and information matched 
what Nakano told police. When 
authorities checked the Vehicle 
Identification Number on the 
card, they found it had been 
reported stolen in Bakersfield ear­
lier that day.
“The" investigation has unfolded 
quite a bit. We have a lot more 
information and some good leads,” 
said San Luis Obispo Police 
Department Sgt. Kurt Hixenbaugh 
at the point in the day when police 
were looking at the situation as an 
isolated incident.
The police department was con­
tacted at about 11 a.m. and told 
that the two suspects were in cus­
tody . after being stopped in 
Ventura, authorities said.
The men were identified as 
Isaiah Dale Aguilar, a 23-year-old 
from Fontana, Calif., and David 
Michael Filley, a 22-year-old from 
Rialto, Calif. Filley was driving the 
vehicle when Aguilar took 
Nakano’s purse. Police later found 
Aguilar in possession of Nakano’s 
phone. > •
< see Mugging, page 2
^FuU H ouse’ star shares her 
story o f alcohol, drug addicdons
Samantha Freitas
MUSTANG DAILY
Child actress Jodie Sweetin, best known as 
Stephanie Tanner from the 1990s hit series 
“Full House,” is coming to the Chumash 
Auditorium today at 8 p.m. as part of 
Associated Students Inc.’s True Life Series.
Sweetin will discuss her post-Stephanie 
Tanner life and the challenges she faced, 
including battles with alcohol and drug addic­
tions.
ASI programs coordinator Michelle Broom 
said Sweetin was a perfect candidate for the 
True Life Series given that she has “a great 
story to tell” and a name students will recog­
nize.
“It’s the perfect tie-in to the theme and it’s 
great to get people to think about it for them­
selves,” Broom said.
ASI receives catalogs of potential guest 
speakers and student government mem­
bers were immediately intrigued by 
Sweetin’s story. Broom said 
Sweetin has spoken at 
Chapman University 
— where she actu­
ally attended 
college — 
a n d
Central Michigan University, and her average 
audience size has been roughly 1,500, but she 
has spoken to as many as 9,000 students.
ASI’s first and most recent True Life event 
featured a debate on pornography, which 
approximately 3,200 Cal Poly students attend­
ed. When Chumash Auditorium was com­
pletely full, screens were set up in the 
University Union Plaza to accommodate 
more students.
“We’re not expecting those numbers (for 
tonight’s speaker), but we’re expecting a large 
turnout from the dorms,” Broom said, noting 
that residence hall representatives took it upon 
themselves to market the event while market­
ing around campus came much later.
“I’ve really liked her ever since 1 watched 
‘Full House’ growing up,” said architectural 
engineering senior Lindsay Patch. “I actually 
still watch the reruns on ABC Family daily, 
sometimes even twice a day.”
After secretly using crystal methampheta- 
mine for nearly two years, Sweetin voluntari­
ly checked herself into rehab in March 2005. 
She has been sober since her six-week stint in 
rehab, and will talk about how rehabilitative 
therapy changed her life.
When “Full House’’ ended in 1995 after 
eight seasons, 13-year-old Sweetin began 
using alcohol. Her habit was worse by her 
freshman year in high school and by college,
CXXJRTESY PHOTOS
habitshe had a full-blown 
by college.
Shortly after her marriage to 
police officer Shaun Holguin in July 
2002, 20-year-old Sweetin began experi­
menting with methamphetamines and was 
soon dangerously addicted. She essentially 
lived a double life for two years in order to 
keep her drug addiction a secret from the 
people she was closest to.
Even Sweetin’s own husband was in the 
dark about her drug addiction. He filed for 
divorce after learning of her addiction, as her 
drug use was both a lie and a threat to his job. 
The divorce was finalized at the end of 2005.
In February 2006, Sweetin appeared on 
“Good Morning America” and in People 
magazine to publicly talk about her addiction 
and recovery from methamphetamines, and 
said she hopes that this is only a footnote in 
her career, and that this isn’t the last people 
hear of her.
Prior to her public appearances, there were 
tabloid reports of a “three-day bender” and a 
“Full House” intervention that included the 
Olsen twins and Bob Saget, both of which she 
denied.
Sweetin recently returned to TV when she 
became the host of a PG-rated television 
series on Fuse TV called “Pants-Off Dance- 
O ff” in July 2(X)6.The show features amateurs
see Sweetin, page 2
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Members of  
Iraq Veterans 
Against the 
War and 
United for 
Peace came 
out to 
Farmers’ 
Market on 
Thursday 
night.
PATRICK
TRAUTFIELD
MUSTANG DAILY
Iraq vets share their story
Flayley Bramble
MUSTANG DAILY
Three members o f Iraq Veterans 
Against the War spoke at Farmers’ Market 
and high schools in Paso Robles and 
Arroyo Grande last week.
The group was making a series of 
appearances before going on a national 
bus tour to speak out against the war and 
share their personal accounts in Iraq.
IVAW was foundijd by Iraq war veter­
ans at the annual Veterans for Peace con­
vention. Since its start in 2004, the group 
has called for immediate withdrawal of all 
troops, reparations for destruction in Iraq, 
and full benefits and adequate health care 
for returning servicemen and women, 
according to their Web site.
Iraq war veteran Joe Hatcher, 26, 
returned from his duty in March 2005, 
eight months of which were an involun­
tary extension, he said. Hatcher joined 
IVAW and helped run an antiwar blog
' • > ■ * • • see Veterans, page 2 '
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Student fired up 
about ceramics
Janelle Eastridge
MUSTANG DAILY
Last weekend’s
Throwfest, an annual 
event sponsored by the 
Craft Center, marked an 
anniversary of sorts for 
Nicole Balvanz.
At this time last 
February, then-freshman 
Balvanz was simply a 
volunteer for the event.
But that was enough to 
hook her. A year later, g r a ig  MANTLE m u sta n g  d a ily  
she’s moving on up, now  ^«»phomore, Nicole 
serving as a student Balvanz serves as the student 
manager for the center, manager of the Craft Center, 
and next quarter she will 
add ceramics instructor to her credentials.
“I kind of fell in love with it and haven’t left,” she 
• • ' V i r page 2
www.mustan3daily.com
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Veterans
continued from page 1
while deployed in Iraq.
“We were so plugged in techno­
logically,” he said, that he had 
access to the Internet while in 
Iraq. He said it made it a lot hard­
er tor him and his peers to separate 
the two worlds in which they lived 
because they still felt so connected 
to home.
Hatcher said the group had 
emphasized speaking at high 
schools to counter military 
recruiters and that they had been 
received fairly well m the county.
Sherry Lewis, a San Luis Obispo 
resident who works with 
Alternatives to Military Futures, 
helped arrange the high school vis­
its for the group. She said her 
group's goal is to show students 
that there are many options for 
them after they graduate, and that 
“the military is a lethal choice.”
At a high school visit, Hatcher 
said his group of three would typ­
ically speak about what IVAW 
does, “tell a few horror stories” 
from their personal experience, 
and then move into a question and 
answer format with the kids.
Hatcher said he was surprised at 
how intelligent and meaningful the 
students* questions were.
“Most teenagers aren’t given 
enough credit,” he said, and that 
they are usually brushed otTas kids.
“But this society is raising a gen­
eration of revolutionists.”
Hatcher is a Carlsbad, Calif, 
native, but currently lives in 
Olympia, Wash., which he said has 
been “an amazingly supportive 
community." Hatcher said he is still 
experiencing side effects of 
Lariam, an antimalarial drug that 
he was required to take once a 
week while overseas. The drug is 
known to cause anxiety, paranoia, 
nightmares, and other, sometimes 
permanent, side effects.
“ I haven’t had a clear dream in 
two years,” he said.
Iraq veteran Jeff' Englehart, 2b, 
who lives with Hatcher in 
Olympia, returned from service 
last year.
“At times It feels repressed in 
the back of my mind,” Englehart 
said of his experience in Iraq, but 
that the memories stay fresh by 
speaking about them all the time.
At one high school last week, 
the trio debated the war with staff 
members who were formerly in 
the military.
“ It was incredible,” he said.“The 
students were very intelligent, ask­
ing solid, hard questions.”
Englehart also joined IVAW 
while in Iraq and spoke to patrons 
at Farmers’ Market Thursday. “We 
been getting so much support,” he 
said of the San Luis Obispo com­
munity.
Englehart said C'ongress’ recent 
action against the war was more of 
a symbolic gesture and that “the 
Democrats have just as much to 
gain in Iraq as (the Republicans).”
“ In reality, it’s a one party system 
working for the wishes of a corpo­
ration,” he said.
The IVAW will start their 
national bus tour in March and 
plans to head to New Orleans for 
the anniversary of the war.
You can see the organization’s 
Web site at ivaw.org and see the 
antiwar blog “Fight to Survive” at 
ftssoldier.blogspot.org.
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Nic»le Balvanz, student manager of the Crait Center, keeps her love of ceram­
ics alive. “It never gets old,” she said. “There’s always room for creativity.”
Balvanz
continued from page I 
said.
Upon entering Cal Poly as an art and design major, Balvanz had inten­
tions of getting a first-class art education. And that’s what she has been 
getting — just not as expected. After taking a couple of studio classes, 
Balvanz realized that these classes were not what she expected them to be.
“I felt like the art was forced. 1 didn’t realize that there was going to be 
such a set curriculum,” she said.“l definitely liked (the major), but I was­
n’t thrilled with the studio classes.”
So she switched to biology, a subject that has always interested her and 
that she did well in during high school.
But art has remained a big part of her life: She is still taking art classes, 
though as a minor, she is less confined to the curriculum.
And then there’s the Craft Center.
“1 do more art now with the Craft Center than 1 did (with the art and 
design major) before,” she said.
Balvanz got her start in ceramics her sophomore year of high school.
Sweetin
continued from page I 
doing non-nude strip 
tease to their favorite 
music videos.
“It’s just an opportu­
nity to bring something 
different than what we 
normally bring (to Cal 
Poly),” Broom said.
For next quarter, ASI 
is already planning a 
debate on intelligent 
design versus evolution­
ary theory, but Broom 
said the speakers have 
yet to be determined. 
She added that the True 
Life events will contin­
ue next year and occur 
quarterly.
Mui n g
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Both men confessed to the robbery 
and will remain in Ventura County jail 
on suspicion of auto theft. After the 
Ventura County case is settled, both men 
will be charged with robbery in San Luis 
Obispo County.
Avoid Burnout
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when a passionate art teacher instilled the love she had for the craft into 
her students. It has been a four-year love affair ever since.
“It’s a relief from other things. It’s definitely a challenge, and that’s why 
1 enjoy it. It never gets old; there’s always room for creativity,” Balvanz 
said.
“I also like the fact that it’s a whole process. You throw the clay, trim it 
and then glaze it. You never know what it’s going to look like until it 
comes out of the kiln, so it’s really rewarding when a piece turns out 
good.”
Last year, wanting to keep ceramics up, Balvanz signed up for a class at 
the Craft Center. After hanging around the center through her class — 
and then volunteering at Throwfest — Balvanz decided to apply as a 
ceramics instructor, even though they weren’t hiring for the position at 
the time. Other student managers encouraged her to apply for the man­
agerial position, though, and the rest is recent history.
“It’s a lot of work, a lot of time spent at the center, but 1 enjoy it, espe­
cially because it’s on campus and 1 can kind of set my own hours,” she 
said.
She works about 20 hours a week, scheduling her hours around the 
time she has available. Next quarter, she will also begin teaching others 
the fine art of ceramics.
“I’m really excited. I’m definitely used to instructing people through 
workshops and Throwfest,” she said. “I’m really passionate about it, so that 
makes it easier to teach ceramics to others. It’s going to be a challenge, 
but I’m ready for it.”
And then there’s her quirky, fun personality that people seem to be 
drawn to. Fellow manager Matthew Burch, an industrial engineering 
junior, described Balvanz as a “totally random, outgoing person, who 
would do anything for her friends.”
Some examples: hosting an ‘80s waffle-themed party, dressing up in 
spandex and going climbing at Holy Escapes for manager training, hunting 
raccoons on her roof and donning a dinosaur costume for a caveman party.
Whatever the case may be, Burch said, “she’s always at the center of 
randomness.”
“1 don’t have much downtime during the week, but my weekends are 
always fun,” Balvanz explained. “I enjoy doing fun stuff with friends as 
opposed to going out and getting trashed at a party where 1 don’t know 
anyone.”
Her self-described craziest recent adventure was Throwfest.
Spending over 24 hours at the Craft Center (she was there from 9 a.m. 
Friday until 4 p.m. on Saturday) and leaving completely covered in clay, 
Balvanz stayed true to her character: working hard, but having fun in the 
process.
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Researchers discuss 
treatment at Alzheimer’s 
conference held at U S C
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Lesley Petrie
DAILY TROJAN (USc:)
LOS ANGELES — University 
of Southern California faculty, 
health care professionals and clini­
cal scholars gathered at the 
Davidson Conference Center 
Friday to discuss advances in 
Alzheimer research and treatment 
for the fourth biennial “The Many 
Faces of Dementia” conference.
The Alzheimer’s Association of 
California (Southland Chapter), 
USC Alzheimer Disease 
Consortium, USC’s Keck School 
of Medicine and USC’s psychology 
department presented the confer­
ence, which focused on the diversi­
ty within dementia! illnesses and 
analysis of various aspects of the 
disease such as research and patient 
care, under the guidance of Freddi 
Segal-Gidan, a USC assistant clini­
cal professor and co-director o f the 
Rancho/USC Alzheimer Disease 
Research Center.
Segal-Gidan said she created the 
conference to address the center’s 
goal to educate and train health 
care professionals in dementia care. 
She said the goal could be better 
achieved through the collaborative 
efforts of dementia research and 
treatment groups at USC.
“We hope this conference 
impacts and improves care at all 
levels, and this leads to better lives 
for patients with dementia and 
their families,” Segal-Gidan said.
The conference began with a 
keynote address by assistant neurol­
ogy professor Tiffany Chow, who 
detailed the recent genetics 
research and the discovery of how 
the “apolipoprotein E” (APOE) 
gene contributes to increased risk 
of late onset Alzheimer’s disease in 
patients.
Chow said people who inherit 
one e4 allele, a specific variation of 
the APOE gene, are more likely to 
develop Alzheimer’s disease. 
Individuals who inherit two copies 
of the e4 allele are at an even 
greater risk.
Chow said, however, not every­
one who inherits these specific 
APOE alleles necessarily develops 
Alzheimer’s.
“Just because you’re a different 
flavor of the same gene doesn’t 
mean there’s something ‘wrong’ 
with you or defective,” Chow said.
Chow also discussed the ethical 
issues surrounding placebo surgery, 
in which patients knowingly sign 
up for corrective neurosurgery and 
are not told if they actually 
received the corrective treatment.
The goal of the surgery is to 
determine how patients’ percep­
tions of receiving surgery impact 
their treatment, while also deter­
mining the effectiveness of the sur­
gical treatment itself, Chow said.
“1 understand the ethical issues 
raised,” said Poori Otilingam, a 
doctoral candidate in clinical aging 
in the department of psychology, 
regarding the question of how 
invasive the surgical studies were to 
patients.
Otilingam said Chow effectively 
considered the macro and micro 
implications of the treatment in 
her comments.
The surgery could offer “a lot of 
advances, but also raises a lot of 
issues,” Otilingam said.
Shawn Herz, director of program 
development for the Los Angeles 
Caregiver Resource Center at 
USC, gave a second keynote 
address discussing the historical, 
present and future approaches to 
dementia patient care.
Herz noted the importance of 
partnerships between health-care 
providers and community organi­
zations with patients and their fam­
ilies.
Dementia patients and their 
caregivers took part in a panel dis­
cussion in which patients addressed 
how their diagnoses impacted their 
lives.
Caregivers shared their experi­
ence coping with their partners’ 
diagnoses and treatments, stressing 
the necessity for investment in 
Alzheimer research.
“ It really isn’t just about memo­
ry,” said Maryann Wahlner, who 
helps her husband, Alan, handle his 
affliction with dementia.
One aspect of the disease Alan 
stills finds difficult to address is the 
limitations placed upon his free­
dom — specifically, his right to 
drive. Coinciding with his diagno­
sis, his license was revoked. He 
compared this loss to losing a son.
Maryann said Alan fought her 
constantly and even hired a lawyer 
who promised him he would get 
his license back. Her struggles in 
coping with his loss of indepen­
dence were a major source of stress 
for Maryann.
“You do the best for your wife, 
not your worst,” Alan said, regret­
ting the negative yet uncontrollable 
impact his disease poses to her 
daily.
The conference also provided 
workshops on effective research, 
diagnosis and treatment of demen­
tia.
Debra Cherry, a USC alumna 
and associate executive director of 
the Alzheimer’s Association, pre­
sented a workshop on the service 
of Spanish-speaking populations.
The conference’s holistic under­
standing of both the science and 
care in treating dementia empha­
sized that “we’re all piece of the 
puzzle” in a solution to cope and 
cure dementia, Otilingam said.
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State
LOS ANGELES (AP) —
A terminal at the Los Angeles 
International Airport will get a 
$575 million makeover, the 
largest single construction 
overhaul in the city’s history, 
officials said Monday.
The project marks the first 
major fix to the Tom Bradley 
International Terminal, which 
was built in 19S4 in prepara­
tion for the Olympics.
The terminal renovation, set 
to be completed in 2010, will 
include upgrading 600,000 
square feet of space and adding 
a high-tech baggage screening 
system.
• • •
SAN JO SE (AP) — The
City Council is debating 
whether to halt the use of hid­
den radar cameras to catch 
speeding motorists over con­
cerns about the legality of the 
popular nine-year-old pro­
gram.
Council members are sched­
uled to vote next month on 
whether to stop using the cam­
eras to ticket drivers and issue 
warnings instead.
San Jose apparently is the 
only city in California still 
using hidden cameras to catch 
lead-footed drivers, after others 
abolished similar programs 
because of legal challenges.
The Santa Clara County dis­
trict attorney’s office began 
questioning the legality of the 
program last fall, when drivers 
complained that it violated the 
state vehicle code, which 
requires that a police officer 
must be present to issue speed­
ing tickets.
Thursdays.
8 p.m.Channel 10
CPTV
The student anchors 
define “McDreamy.”
Briefs
National
WASHINGTON (AP) —
President Bush encouraged gov­
ernors Monday to support his 
call for changing the tax code to 
help more people buy private 
health care insurance, but did 
not address their pleas to 
increase funding for a health care 
program that insures millions of 
children of the working poor.
Still, governors said they heard 
words of at least partial compro­
mise from the administration on 
a budget dispute that dominated 
private discussions among gov­
ernors Sunday.
• • •
W EST PALM BEACH, 
Fla. (AP) — A Florida appeals 
court issued a stay Monday in 
the dispute over Anna Nicole 
Smith’s body, ruling that her 
remains cannot be moved to the 
Bahamas until the judges hear a 
challenge from the starlet’s 
estranged mother.
The Florida 4th District 
Court of Appeal is considering a 
request by Virgie Arthur to 
overturn a trial judge’s decision 
giving control of Smith’s body 
to the attorney for the center­
fold’s infant daughter. That 
attorney decided Smith should 
be buried in the Bahamas beside 
her 20-year-old son, who died 
last year of apparent drug-relat­
ed causes.
• • •
SOUTHFIELD, Mich. 
(AP) — Two children and two 
women were killed early 
Monday in a fire at an apart­
ment complex in suburban 
Detroit.
The overnight fire seemed to 
have started in the kitchen on 
an electric stove, Southfield Fire 
Chief Peter Healy said.
International
ISLAMABAD, Pakistan 
(AP) — Underscoring growing 
alarm in the West at how mili­
tants have regained ground in 
Afghanistan and Pakistan, Vice 
President Dick C'heney on 
Monday sought Pakistani aid to 
help counter al-Qaida’s efforts to 
regroup, officials said. However, 
President Gen. Pervez Musharraf 
insisted his forces have already 
“done the maximum” possible 
against extremists in their terri­
tory — and insisted that other 
allies also shoulder responsibility 
in the U.S.-led war on terror-
CARACAS, Venezuela 
(AP) — President Hugo Chavez 
ordered by decree on Monday 
the takeover of oil projects oper­
ated by foreign oil companies in 
Venezuela’s Orinoco River 
region. Chavez previously 
announced the government’s 
intention to take a majority 
stake by May 1 in the four heavy 
oil-upgrading projects run by 
British Petroleum PLC, Exxon 
Mobil Corp., Chevron Corp., 
ConocoPhillips Co., Total SA
and Statoil ASA.
• • •
' CUILAPA, Guatemala 
(AP) — Gunmen stormed a 
Guatemalan prison and shot to 
death four jailed police officers 
in a mafía hit aimed at stopping 
investigators fixim finding out 
who ordered the slayings of 
three politicians from neighbor­
ing El Salvador, Guatemala’s 
leader said Monday. The four 
policemen killed Sunday includ­
ed Luis Arturo Herrera, head of 
the Guatemalan National Police 
organized crime unit, and three 
of his officers.
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M artin Scorsese proves that 
when Oscar comes calling, it s 
not always for the right movie
Jocelyn Noveck
ASSCX:iATEl) HR.ESS
NEW YORK — Yes. “The 
Departed” was smart, highly enter­
taining moviemaking. But nary a 
critic would say it was Martin 
Scorsese’s best film — not by a 
mile.
Yet nobody but a heartless 
grinch would begrudge the master­
ful director his hard-won Oscar, the 
first in six nominations. It just 
points to a simple rule of Oscar his­
tory: An award isn’t always about 
the actual work at hand. Often it 
amounts to a statement; that some­
one has finally arrived, or, in 
Scorsese’s case, is long overdue.
In other words, when Oscar 
comes calling, it’s not always for the 
right film.
Many fans thought it a crime 
when Scorsese didn’t win the direc­
tor prize for “Raging Bull” in 1981, 
losing out to Robert Redford for 
“Ordinary People,” or for 
“Goodfellas” in 1991, when he lost 
to Kevin Costner for “Dances With 
Wolves.”
“Yes,'The Departed’ is not a film 
that history will rank up there with 
‘Raging Bull,’” says Jonathan 
Kuntz, a professor of film history at
UCLA. “But sometimes these 
awards are like lifetime achievement 
awards.”
(And sometimes they ARE life­
time achievement awards: Alfred 
Hitchcock and Robert Altman are 
both legendary directors who never 
won a directing prize and instead 
won special awards — Hitchcock in 
1968 and Altman last year, months 
before he died.)
Ask any film buff, and they’ll 
name a litany of actors and actress­
es who won for roles that even the 
performers themselves considered 
unworthy. Bette Davis was passed 
over in 1935 for “O f Human 
Bondage,” so was rewarded for 
“Dangerous” the next year — a role 
that film historian Leonard Maltin 
calls “rather cheesy.” And Elizabeth 
Taylor didn’t win for “Cat on a Hot 
Tin R oof” in 1959, but two years 
later for “BUtterfield 8” — a film 
she freely disparaged, Maltin says.
More recently, how about A1 
Pacino? Nominated seven times for 
acting awards, including for “The 
Godfather” (parts one and two) and 
“Dog Day Afternoon,” he didn’t 
win until “Scent of a Woman” in 
1993.
“The last thing they’re voting on 
at the Oscars is the best work of the
year,” says Tom O ’Neil, columnist 
for theenvelope.com Web site. “It’s 
about passing out hugs.” And some­
times, he says, the hugs come not 
too late, but too early.
“When Nicole Kidman won for 
‘The Hours,’ it was all about her 
becoming a superstar,” O ’Neil 
opines. And when Russell Crowe 
won for “Gladiator,” he continues, 
“It was about welcoming him into 
the Hollywood Colosseum.”
Is a system where people get 
rewarded retroactively or prema­
turely all that bad? Don’t blame the 
academy, says Maltin, who also cov­
ers film for “Entertainment 
Tonight.”The problem Oscar voters 
face is that they have no advantage 
of hindsight,” he says. So when peo­
ple say,‘How could so-and-so never 
have won,”’ well, it’s all about tim­
ing and luck of the draw. Why did 
Peter O ’Toole not win for 
“Lawrence of Arabia?” Because he 
happened to be up that year against 
Gregory Peck for ‘To Kill a 
Mockingbird.’”
At least one analyst says the sys­
tem is wrong. “1 think Scorsese’s 
win is absolutely payback to a per­
son who deserved it for his other 
work,” says Richard Walter, head of
see Oscar, page 3
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Addiction to video 
games plagues students
Summer Suleiman
THE DAILY REVEILLE (LSU)
BATON ROUGE, La. — Thousands of young people have become a part 
of an Internet video game fantasy world.
Andrew Graziano, marketing freshman, is one of millions playing in the 
Internet video game community — specifically, the popular game “World of 
Warcraft.”
“World ofWarcraft” is an online role-playing game that takes place in a uni­
verse where players assume the roles of heroes as they explore, adventure and 
quest across a vast fantasy world. It allows thousands of players in an online net­
work to interact with each other.
Graziano spends most of his days consumed in the game, attempting to 
progress to higher stages and develop his characters in the fantasy world.
“Once I played for 13 hours straight. I pull all-nighters and wait until the 
last minute to do my work,” Graziano said.
Graziano said live interaction is the most addictive element of the game.
“You can talk to real people and interact with them as you play the game,” 
Graziano said.
His network expands to over 10,(XX) people with the same gaming drive.
Gamers have the ability to shape their own characters and gain power and 
glory. It even allows characters to marry and hold funerals.
Graziano began playing the game when a friend offered him a free trial that 
comes with the purchase of the “World ofWarcraft” game.
Bill Calkins, licensed clinical addiction counselor, has worked with patients 
with addiction for over 25 years. He said all addictions share the same factors.
“Addiction is a relationship with a person and some object or activity,” 
Calkins said.
He said there is no single symptom that identifies addiction. “The person 
literally falls in love with whatever it is they are addicted to,” Calkins said.
Calkins explained that addictions are habits, and most people grow out of 
them. But those with severe cases begin to lose sight of their priorities.
“The person becomes so involved with the addiction that they stop taking 
care of their daily lives, and their productivity goes down drastically,” Calkins 
said.
Video gaming addiction has recently gained worldwide attention. Online 
Gamers Anonymous is a Web site created to help people with excessive and 
obsessive video game playing. It consists of a 12-step program similar to 
Alcoholics Anonymous, in which gamers seek help and support for their video 
gaming addiction.
Liz Wooley, founder of Online Gamers Anonymous, developed the Web site 
after her 20-year-old son committed suicide in front of his laptop with the 
online game “EverQuest” on the screen. Wooley said she later found out 
another online gamer had rejected her son’s profession of love to her through 
his online character. It is common among the online gaming community for 
gamers to develop characters and sustain relationships with other gamers.
Wooley said she was unaware that it was happening to thousands of other 
people in what seemed like an underground world of addiction. She wanted 
to create a place where people could get help for their gaming addiction.The 
Online Gamers Anonymous site has over 3,000 members. Wooley said the 
ganies are created with the intention of making them addictive.
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Customers have deja vu after 
JetBlue cancels 66 flights; 
bill o f rights put to the test
M u s t a n g  D a i l y
= NEWS = I www.mustangdaily.com
Christian Salazar
ASSOCIATED PRESS
NEW YORK — JetBlue can­
celed 66 flights because of snow 
Monday, testing the airline s pledge 
to compensate customers for more 
than 1,()()() canceled flights during 
the Valentine’s Day storm two 
weeks earlier.
However, the embattled carrier 
wasn’t alone this time as other car­
riers also grounded flights in and 
out of the Northeast.
JetBlue’s cancellations at John F. 
Kennedy International Airport 
affected flights to or from 
Columbus, Ohio; Richmond, Va.; 
Washington, D.C., Portland, 
Maine; and Chicago. The company 
also canceled flights into and out of 
Chicago and the Washington area 
during the weekend.
The cancellations were an 
attempt to make sure crews and 
planes were situated so the compa­
ny could quickly resume opera­
tions after the snow, JetBlue 
Airways Corp. spokeswoman 
Alison Eshelman said.
But as the storm brought as 
much as 4 inches of snow to the
New York metropolitan area, Delta 
Air Lines Inc. reported 175 can­
celed flights throughout the 
Northeast. American Airlines can­
celed 20 flights in and out o f JFK 
and was experiencing slight delays 
of 15 to 20 minutes by afternoon, 
said spokesman Ned Raynolds.
JetBlue customers described 
delays, bad communication from 
crew members, and general frustra­
tion early Monday, echoing com­
plaints that led to the company’s 
bill of rights following the last 
storm.
Doug Rosenberg and Según 
Ak’ande, 22-year-old students at 
Duke University, found their flight 
from New York to Raleigh, N.C., 
canceled after being delayed on the 
taxiway for hours.
“It was so bad,’’ said Akande. 
“We were waiting on the plane for 
so long. You would think they 
would tell us to go back to the ter­
minal after an hour or two.”
Rosenberg said JetBlue did a 
poor job telling passengers about 
what was going on and offering 
service after the flight was can­
celed. “ I never witnessed this bad 
of service in my entire life,” he said.
Oscar
continued from page 4
the screenwriting program at 
UCLA’s film school. Walter called 
this year’s best-picture winner 
“Scorsese’s most uninteresting film 
in years — a bunch of men talking 
on cell phones, and occasionally a 
woman talking on a phone.”
“They should honor the person 
when they make a really good 
movie. Otherwise, why should the 
other nominees have to stand 
around and see a lesser film win?” 
It’s worth noting there apparently 
is no “payback” Oscar for ceruin 
categories — or at least it takes a 
whole lot longer. Sound engineer 
Kevin O ’Connell was nominated 
this year for the 19th time, and sdll 
didn’t win — a record for Oscar 
losses. (He was nominated with two 
others for sound mixing on Mel 
Gibson’s “Apocalypto.”) “I’m already 
checked into therapy tomorrow,” he 
quipped before the show.
Sunday’s show was seen by 39.9 
million people, according to Nielsen 
Media Research. That’s up from the 
38.8 million who watched “Crash” 
win the best picture award in 2006.
There were instances Sunday 
night when the academy chose to
pass up a chance to redress a long­
time omission. Despite a current of 
affection for O ’Toole, who’s never 
won an acting award in his long and 
storied career, the academy instead 
honored Forest Whitaker’s powerful 
(and most deserving) turn as Idi 
Amin in “The Last King of 
Scotland.”
Just to' prove you don’t need a 
long resume to win an Oscar, there 
was newcomer Jennifer Hudson 
winning the supporting actress 
award for “Dreamgirls.” And in an 
achievement that should have bud­
ding writers everywhere leaping 
with joy (or envy), Michael Arndt 
won the original screenplay award 
for his very first screenplay, “Little 
Miss Sunshine.”
For film bulls worried that their 
favorite has been passed over for the 
wrong reason, it’s worthwhile heed­
ing the carefree attitude of the late 
Katharine Hepburn, herself a four­
time best actress winner.
“Don’t worry about not being 
nominated,” she said in a telegram to 
Audrey Hepburn, who’d been 
passed over for “My Fair Lady,” 
according to “Inside Oscar” by 
Mason Wiley and Damien Bona.
“Someday,” she wrote, “you’ll get 
it for a part that doesn’t rate it.”
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Schwarzenegger critiques 
D .C . politicians in visit
Erica Werner
ASSOCIATED PRESS
WASHINGTON — Gov. Arnold Schwarzenegger 
accused Washington leaders Monday of divisiveness 
and partisanship, chiding them to learn the lessons of 
California and start to cooperate.
“Politics is about compromise. It is about give- 
and-take. Doesn’t anyone here in Washington 
remember that chapter from their civics book?” the 
Republican governor said in a speech to the 
National Press Club.
“How come Republicans and Democrats out here 
don’t schmooze with each other?” he asked.
“You can’t catch a socially transmitted disease by 
sitting down with people who hold ideas different 
from yours,” said Schwarzenegger, a moderate who 
has frequently split from his party.
Schwarzenegger offered President Bush a sugges­
tion: set up a cigar smoking tent like the one he’s 
rigged at the State Capitol in Sacramento, where he 
mingles with lawmakers of both parties.
“To the president, I say get yourself a smoking 
tent,” he said.
He had advice for both national parties, too: 
Democrats should “stop running down the presi­
dent” and Republicans should “stop questioning the 
motives of the Democrats on the war.”
Schwarzenegger, in town for the winter meeting 
of the National Governors Association, also 
announced agreement with the governors of 
Arizona, New Mexico, Oregon and Washington state 
Monday to lower greenhouse gases.
At a governors’ task force meeting he urged other 
states to follow his plan to promote the use of low- 
carbon fuels.
“I think that the president has laid out a certain 
program but I think this is a much stronger pro­
gram,” Schwarzenegger told fellow governors and 
Energy Secretary Samuel Bodman.“ ! think that this 
is how we can create national leadership, through the 
governors.”
Schwarzenegger has urged setting timelines for 
bringing troops home from Iraq, a position he reiter­
ated Sunday during an appearance on CBS’“Face the 
Nation.” That’s the approach favored by many con­
gressional Democrats.
Without mentioning either party by name, on 
Monday he implicitly criticized the approach of both 
parties during Congress’ recent debates on the Iraq 
war.
“What is the point of stirring up bitterness over 
nonbinding resolutions? What is the point of each 
side preventing the other side from conducting a 
vote?” he asked in his speech. “The point is, o f course, 
political advantage, because it’s definitely not to the
public’s advantage.”
Majority Democrats in the House and Senate have 
advanced nonbindmg resolutions to oppose Bush’s 
troop increase plan for Iraq.The resolution passed the 
House this month but failed to reach a vote in the 
Senate when Republicans blocked an end to debate.
Shortly after the November election that gave 
Democrats control of Congress, Schwarzenegger was 
sounding optimistic, telling reporters: “I think this is 
good that we have new blood coming to 
Washington.” On Monday he appeared to have lost 
that optimism.
“After an initial flurry of hope, it doesn’t look like 
anything has changed here in Washington. The same 
things are happening all over again,” he said.
Schwarzenegger’s popularity has rebounded in 
California after he began working with Democratic 
legislative leaders in the wake of his disastrous attempt 
to pass his initiatives on a special election ballot in 
2005.
Last year Schwarzenegger and the Democratic-led 
Legislature won successes including getting voters to . 
approve $37.3 billion in public works bonds and 
imposing the nation’s first mandatory cap on green­
house gas emissions.
Schwarzenegger also used his speech Monday to 
promote his $12 billion plan for universal health cov­
erage, which is meeting resistance from Republicans 
and Democrats in the California Legislature.
He said he discussed it with Bush in a private Oval 
Office meeting prior to his speech, and told reporters 
later that Bush was supportive and would raise the 
topic with Health and Human Services Secretary 
Mike Leavitt. Schwarzenegger’s plan relies on $5.74 
billion annually from the federal government.
“He’s going to help us, he’s going to call Secretary 
Leavitt, and we’re all going to work together, yes, it 
was very encouraging and he loves what we are 
doing,” said Schwarzenegger.
The Bush administration has said that people 
should have access to a basic and affordable health 
insurance policy, but hasn’t endorsed expanding gov­
ernment-run health-insurance programs. 
Schwarzenegger was meeting with Leavitt on 
Tuesday.
Schwarzenegger released a letter to Bush reiterat­
ing calls he’s made since first running for governor for 
the federal government to send more money back to 
California. California is a “donor state” that pays 
more in federal taxes than it gets back from 
Washington in programs or services.
The issue was likely to come up in 
Schwarzenegger’s meetings Tuesday with House 
Speaker Nancy Pelosi, D-San Francisco, Sens. Dianne 
Feinstein and Barbara Boxer, and other members of 
the California delegation.
Trans fat-free foods from Campus Dining
Sara Wiiglit
CAMPUS DR#iO STAFF WRITER
It’S true: few items offered 
by Campus Dining have trans 
fat.
Fryer oil used by Campus 
Dining restaurants is trans fat- 
free and has been for years. 
' Croissants and SLO Baked 
muffins at Julian's are free of 
trans fat. All items from 
Tapango's and Tapango’s 
Super are trans fat-free as 
well.
As awareness of the health 
risks from consuming trans 
fats grow s, it rem ains 
important to Campus Dining 
to sen/e trans fat-free foods.
'YVe always try to senre what 
our customer wants, whether 
it’s  trans fat-free, iow-carb, or 
•frtgh-pTOtefn,-* •’sa H f‘'A la n
Cushman, associate director of 
Campus Dining.
Trans fats, the common term 
for trans fatty acids, are unlike 
other fats in that they are not 
necessary or beneficial to health. 
They are imown to increase the 
risk of coronary heart disease. 
Consumption of trans fats has 
also been linked to cancer, 
diabetes, obesity, and liver 
dysfunction.
Some foods have small 
amounts of trans fats, such as 
meats and dairy products. 
However, such trans fats are 
produced naturally and are 
considered healthier than those 
created artificially from the partial 
hydrogenation of plant oils. 
Authorities around the world 
have recommended trans fat
Croissants from Julian’s are 
trans fat-frss.
amounts, items with less than 
half a gram of trans fat per 
serving are considered trans 
fat-free.
On July 11,2003, the Food 
and Drug Adm inistration 
issued a regulation requiring 
manufacturers to list trans fat 
on the Nutrition Facts panel 
of foods and some dietary
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Fbfy’s KCPRDJs spin itlike it’s hot
quarter KCFR DJs have put them­
selves to a much more difficult test. 
Mother’s Tavern started up a DJ 
contest where the winners would 
be decided based entirely ofF of 
crowd response. This contest pro­
case his skills.
In past columns, I’ve given at 
least a little bit of frown to the state 
of the town’s club DJ supply.
Perhaps 1 should flesh out the 
difference a little bit. It seems that
vided KCPR DJs the ability to not most of what is offered lacks any
KCPR DJs began to filter into the bar nightlife during last quarter with 
Downtown Brewing Co.’s Bump 
Bump. The event offered them a 
stage once a month where they 
could bring a distinct and out-of- 
town sound to the local environ­
ment.
As the quarter ended, 
Downtown Brew began to become 
more of a larger entity and with 
packed schedules and higher oper­
ating costs, the event began to fade 
out.
Perhaps it’s for the best; this
only prove their skill, but also show 
the need for a different sound in 
San Luis Obispo.
Three KCPR DJs entered the 
contest during the initial 
four rounds. Both of the 
two who have gone have 
won their respective nights 
with the third scheduled 
for tonight.
The contest pits DJs 
from the community 
against each other with 
each one delivering a half- 
hour set until a winner is 
chosen and gets to DJ 
until last call.
Loco from K CPR’s 
house show Club 91 
claimed victory the second week 
and Foniks from KCPR’s hip-hop 
show. Table Manners, took top 
honors the third week. Tomorrow 
night’s show will allow Velanche
sort of sense of uniqueness. While 
we all love club bangers, it seems 
that the people who cobble them 
together lack more than the ability
In past columns, IVe given at 
least a little bit of frown to the 
state of the towns club DJ supply. 
Perh^s 1 should flesh out the 
diflfercnce a litde b it
of my iTunes playlist and some 
recorded scratch sounds to play 
over it. What the town truly needs 
is DJs who contemplate builds and
samples and audience reaction into 
from Urban Landscapes to show- something more than sequencing
top 40 hits.
In no way can 1 do these things. 
But the people who can have been 
getting recognized for their cre­
ativity and skill. The DJ scene is 
one that is equally important as the 
local concert scene and if San Luis 
Obispo can provide both, it would 
be a well-rounded and unique 
town with an art scene that would 
attract more people of my age 
group.
That’s a rather large 
view of things though. 
What I really mean is, it’s 
just nice to ’know that 
someone whose mixing 
has led me to become 
incapacitated at multiple 
house parties may actual­
ly get paid for it.
Show tip: BARR and 
Mamie Stern will be 
playing at the Steynberg 
Gallery 'on Sunday at 8 
p.m. Mamie Stern is a 
really hot girl who shreds guitar 
really well. Enough said.
Graham Culbertson is a journalism 
sophomore and general manager of 
KCPR.
^King o f Magicf Copperfield brings interactive show to R \C
Ryan Chartrand
MUSTANG DAILY
If “The Illusionist’’ and “The 
Prestige’’ haven’t revived your 
childhood love for magic, seeing 
the “ King of Magic” David 
Copperfield live at the Performing 
Arts CT'nter tonight might do the 
trick.
He calls it an “ Intimate Evening 
of Grand Illusion” and it’s one of 
the most interactive shows 
Copperfield, a renowned magician 
and illusionist, has ever performed 
in the past 20 years.
It’s a show geared toward making
the audience’s dreams come true 
and a new set of illusions that con­
tinue Copperfield’s ability to blur 
the line between magic and reality.
In one part of the show, partly 
inspired by an unfulfilled wish of 
Copperfield’s grandfather, the audi­
ence learns how to predict lottery 
numbers that will appear that 
night.
Copperfield’s father, who was 
loved by Copperfield’s fans and 
traveled with David over the past 
20 years before his death in 2(K)6, is 
mentioned in the illusion.
“ I miss him dearly...but each 
night when his photo appears on
stage in the lottery illusion, I feel 
he is with me in a very special way 
and his energy, love and kindness 
lives on,” Copperfield said in an e- 
mail interview with the Mustang 
Daily.
In an illusion called “Reunion,” 
Copperfield sends an audience 
member on their dream trip in a 
matter of moments. At one point, 
Copperfield and the audience 
member are suspended above the 
heads of the audience; moments 
later the person magically appears 
in his/her dream location.
“What affects people is realizing 
personal dreams; dreams almost
everyone shares 
that they thought 
were impossible,”
Copperfield said.
C o p p e rf ie ld  
makes the show 
even more inti­
mate with an 
illusion called 
“Thirteen,” in 
which 13 audi­
ence members 
chosen at ran­
dom vanish into 
thin air. While
. . .  . ,  . COURTESY PHOTOfriends and fami- » . . .  r» . ■ z* u  .ii r •Magician David Copperncld, will pcirorm tonight at
y watc on, t e 5:30 and 8:30 in an “Intimate Evening of
thirteen people ^rand Illusion.”
start to reappear
in unlikely places.
Also in the show, C^ipperfield 
walks through steel (as opposed to 
walking through the Cireat Wall of 
(diina), squeezes his 6-foot-1 body
into a bite-sized box, reunites an 
audience member with a lost loved 
one and even takes a trip into a 
Victoria’s Secret catalog.
see Copperfield, page 8
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So, you think you ha\e a ‘Crazy CoU^p Dorm Room’?
Cassie Gaeto
MUSTANG DAILY
The Home and Garden televi­
sion channel (HGTV) is currently 
looking for Cal Poly students to be 
cast in a TV special entitled “What’s 
With That Crazy College Dorm 
Room?” The show will be an off­
shoot of the weekly series “What’s 
With That House,” hosted by 
comedian George Gray to chroni­
cle college students with outra­
geous decorative skills and living 
situations.
Show producers want students 
who have or know someone who 
has an extreme and crazy living 
space to apply and let their cameras 
and America in to see it.
“We are looking for something 
that would make you stop in your 
tracks, more than just posters, and 
say wow, that person has really just 
gone to town,” said Christopher 
Poole, co-executive producer of 
“What’s With That House.”
The contestants are not limited 
to dorm room residents; this show 
is looking to explore student quar­
ters both on and off campus.
The special is in the early stages 
of production and has yet to film 
any segments but they are casting 
from colleges all over the country.
“We heard of a student at 
Massachusetts Institute of 
Technology who has a ton of 
mechanical gadgets that work all 
over his room,” Poole said. “That is
the crazy, interesting stuff that 
would be fun to include in the 
show.”
This is the third special for the 
HGTV series that already released 
“W hat’s With That Crazy 
Christmas House” in early 
December and just finished filming 
“W hat’s With That Really 
Expensive House.”
The idea of the show and its spe­
cials is to get an up close and per­
sonal look at the extravagant and 
the strange of living situations. The 
show interviews friends, family and 
neighbors of the homeowners, try­
ing to give viewers a look at living 
spaces they may not see every day 
and the stories behind them.
The program is currently in its
second season and frequents the 
networks list of the top 10 rated 
shows. The regular series airs on 
HGTV Sundays at 10:30 p.m. and 
replays Mondays at 11 p.m.
“It is a fun show with a good 
sense of humor. Not your typical 
TV program,” Poole said. “It is one 
of the shows on HGTV that 
appeals to younger people and the 
comedian host George Gray is 
great.”
To enter yourself or a friend as a 
contestant, you can log onto the 
LMNO Productions Web site at 
ww w.lm notv.com /collegeroom /. 
This page gives students the casting 
page and all of the show informa­
tion.
Once the students have been
chosen, the network will make 
several stops in a variety of college 
towns throughout the country. The 
production company is hoping to 
cast the special by the end of the 
semester, and it is estimated that 
filming will take about a day per 
room.
“I haven’t really seen anything 
too extravagant in anyone’s room 
yet at Cal Poly, but 1 think these 
types o f shows are interesting 
because you can tell so much 
about someone just by seeing their 
room,” English freshman Shelley 
McKendree said. “There are a lot 
of creative people here in San Luis, 
so I wouldn’t be surprised if they 
found a candidate in the area.”
in the fieshman album ‘Gold Dust Train hot stuflF
Janelle Eastridge
M U SIANG DAILY
In an era where Mims’ simplistic 
lyrics (“This is Why I’m Hot”) can 
actual control radio waves and high 
schoolers’ minds alike (the reason 
why is anyone’s guess), it is refresh­
ing to know that others actually care 
about the beautiful craft of song­
writing and music making.
Warm in the Wake — an up-and- 
coming indie band comprised of 
lead singer Christopher Rowell, 
drummer James Taylor Jr., key­
boardist Daniel Barker and bassist 
Andy Barker — released their debut 
EP, “Gold Dust Train,” nationally 
Jan. 30.
And, although 
their lyrics are 
perhaps not the 
deepest or most 
th o u g h t- p r o ­
voking, they carry 
more weight than 
Mims’, and it is clear that they are a 
band straining to making good 
music.
A sort of mix between Wilco,Yo 
La Tengo, and other lesser known — 
though amazingly talented in their 
own right — indie artists. Warm in 
the Wake’s music is self-described as 
“simple American songs that have 
been gently thrown into the space 
rock realm.”
The seven-piece EP opens 
pnnnisingly with “Tame Thoughts,” 
a serene song about “turning/Tame 
thoughts/Into Wild/And the cities 
that we shelter in/Become a catalyst 
of fire,” setting an inquisitive, mel­
low standard (that doesn’t always 
hold up) for the rest of the songs.
Featuring tracks produced by 
Adam Lasus (C'lap Your Hands Say 
Yeah.Yo I a Tengo, Helium, etc.), the 
band shares similar styles with these 
indie predecessors, though their 
Southern-intluenced sounds
(thankfiilly done in such a way as to
enhance the music, not ruin 
it with country twang) aid in 
the process of setting them 
apart.
This Southern feel is 
especially evident in “Iron 
Worker.” Folksy music is 
interspersed with such lyrics 
as: “I asked an Ironworker 
‘should 1 stick to kindness or 
Foucault?’ /H e said ‘You 
should know... / I t ’s not 
Foucault and when you go 
wandering you should 
know,”’ giving the peacefully 
upbeat rhythm a philosophi­
cal, flowers-in-your-hair 
carefree vibe.
Other songs lean more on 
the pop-influenced side. In 
“Hearts vs. Heads,” Rowell 
croons about the importance 
of emotions-laden hearts, 
vis-a-vis minds that get 
swayed, in the game of love.
“But hearts...they give it away 
/Hearts get lifted every day/ Hearts 
rarely change their minds/ And 
hearts want one another all of the 
time.”
Despite the catchy (though not 
very substantial) lyrics and energetic
i
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Up-and-coming indie band Warm in the Wake released its debut EP, “Gold Dust Train,” on Jan. 30. The four- 
member band strives to make good music and is a mix between Wilco, Yo La Tengo and other indie artists.
easily
goes beyond just strumming the 
guitar.”
Even if not all the songs are 
“magical,” Warm in the Wake pos­
sesses an innate ability to subdue 
and impress listeners with their 
“simple lyrics” and well-composed 
style.
The band is scheduled to release a
full-length album in late August 
beats, this song seems just out of spending the spring in the
grasp of any merit, proving that per- recording studio.
haps Warm in the Wake should stick 
to the more creative folk music and 
steer clear of anything remotely 
pop-based.
Lead singer Rowell credits (on 
the band’s Web site) Johnny CLish, 
Bob Dylan, Brian Eno and “a few 
other superheroes, not only for their 
art but for their ‘craft’ as well.. .writ­
ing a simple song — and then try­
ing to make it ‘magical’ in a w.iy that
With the potential they show in 
“Ciold Dust Trail,” Warm m the 
Wake’s destiny lies in two directions: 
Either they make it to the playlists 
of young hipsters and indie lovers 
acmss the country, causing them to 
join ranks with other small label cult 
favorites; or they get lost in the 
over-saturated market of today’s 
music. Only time will tell, but hope­
fully it will be option No. I.
SLOTOWN BARBERSHOP
$11 HAIRCUTS
Tues-Thur 7anv6pm 
Fri-sat 8:30am-6pm
Mark Roetker 
805.543.9744
1261 Laurel Lane
San Luis Obispo, CA 93401
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February 27
•  1703 The first Mardi Gras is celebrated in Mobile, Ala.
• 1844 The Dominican Republic gains independence from Haiti.
• 1964 The government o f Italy asks for help to keep the Leaning Tower o f
Pisa from toppling over.
• 1974 People magazine is published for the first time.
GUEST COMMENTARY
Pet ponchos could help passé fashion statement make a comeback
Mari Pesek
D aily N e b r a sk a n  (U. N e b r a sk a )
Oh, the poncho. It has left its 
mark as the symbol for the hippie 
generation. It mustered up a (now 
regrettable) comeback a few years 
ago in the form of loosely cro­
cheted pink yarn. Now it’s the 
laughing stock of winter wear as 
people choose to wrap up in 
leather, corduroy and pea coats 
instead of the poncho’s wooly 
goodness. People are satisfied and 
content with their assumptions that 
the poncho is done for.
I personally hope that it’s not.
The poncho’s square cut of fab­
ric or stitching, along with several 
inches of fringe, drapes loosely 
around the shoulders and somehow 
still slips its way into my heart. I 
hope the garment rouses enough 
strength to make another come­
back soon, or it risks being over 
and done with for good.
It was a sad day — or season, I
suppose — when the poncho 
was reincarnated into the 
eyesore that was bubblegum 
pink and filled with holes.
Two winters ago, when 
hundreds o f patterns were 
conjured up to revive the 
poncho in a supposedly hip, 
trendy fashion, my love for 
ponchos died a little.
I have always loved the 
classic hippie poncho, created 
to keep one warm with its 
tightly knitted stitches in the 
design of earth-toned, diago­
nal stripes. That ideal hippie 
poncho was what I was going 
to wear while driving a green 
hippie van with a furry dash 
and curtained windows to the 
West Coast some day.
This new form 
cheted poncho 
pointing and, in my opinion, 
ruined all that the poncho stood 
for. How can we bring the right
COURTESY PHOTO
Columnist Mari Pesek hopes that cat ponchos, 
like the one shown above, could be the new ray 
of cro- of hope in the poncho revival.
was disap-
perception of the poncho back?
A possibility that waits just at 
your needle-tips is one that some 
may argue inhumane, while others.
including myself, may 
argue as hilarious and nec­
essary.
The poncho should, and 
might, come back, but this 
time I proclaim that it shall 
take the form of a cat pon­
cho.
Obese felines can tuck 
in their bellies with its 
slimming belt and don 
booties and a cap to com­
plete the ensemble. This 
might just sound like 
another ridiculous animal 
sweater, but if done right 
(in an obnoxious color, of 
course), the public’s view 
of the poncho can be rec­
onciled and its previous 
shunning can be put 
behind us.
You may ask, but why a 
cat poncho? Allow me to explain.
While in awe of a hideous rain­
bow swatch of yarn and in desper­
ate need of sleep, I crocheted this 
little wonder for my sister’s corpu­
lent cat for the sole reason of enter­
tainment.
Lars, the model of this poncho, 
didn’t quite know how to handle 
the new drapery, especially the 
belly strap squeezing his torso. His 
confusion resulted in hilarity. 
Although wearing the poncho 
infuriated him, Lars was the ideal 
model for this new embodiment of 
the poncho that could be the new 
ray of hope in the poncho revival.
The cat poncho can possibly 
warm the public’s hearts with its 
endearing look, making people 
reevaluate their previous grudges 
against the poncho.
So join me in this rebirth of a 
mistaken garment and crochet your 
pet a poncho. It also wouldn’t hurt 
to proclaim the following while 
your cat struggles to remove the 
garment: Viva cat poncho! Viva 
ponchos forever!
\p *g t6
Copperfield isn’t all about mak­
ing people disappear or walking 
through walls. He still performs the 
more subtle, yet dangerous, sleight- 
of-hand illusions, including one 
with a lethal black African scorpi­
on in his latest show.
No illusion can be quite as dan­
gerous as what Copperfield, while 
being an average American citizen, 
performed last year in Palm Beach 
when a teenager held Copperfield 
at gunpoint and demanded his wal­
let. Even with a gun pointed at his 
head, Copperfield used his sleight- 
of-hand to make the robber believe 
he had given it to him.
“My reaction, was spontaneous 
and almost without thought, but by 
the very nature o f who I am and 
what I do each night, my instincts 
just seemed to guide my actions,” 
Copperfield said.
The teenager fled the scene and 
was arrested, without Copperfield’s 
wallet, shortly thereafter.
Copperfield’s latest show is a 
culmination of his 20-year career. 
Every night o f his tour he is able to 
walk through walls, make people 
disappear in new ways, and ulti­
mately tries to achieve his goal of 
bringing back his audience’s child­
hood and forgotten dreams. •
“I think there is the child in all 
of us that likes at certain times to 
suspend disbelief and be carried 
away by the magic of the 
moment,” Copperfield said.
Following this tour, Copperfield 
is Jooking-to*reveal'Kr the world- 
the “Fountain ofYouth,” which he
claims to have found on his per­
sonal island in the Bahamas.
“We are still in the research and 
protection phase right now to put 
all our ducks in a row, but eventu­
ally it will all be revealed,” he said.
“An Intimate Evening of Grand 
Illusion,” which is sold out, will 
show twice tonight at the PAC; 
once at 5:30 p.m. and again at 8:30 
p.m.
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NY^ youths make plea deal in MySpace 
case, extortion charges dropped
Linda Deutch
A s.slk:iated  Press
Two young New York men 
accused of trying to extort $150,000 
from MySpace.com by developing 
code that tracked visitors pleaded no 
contest Monday to illegal computer 
access in a bargain with the prosecu­
tion.
Two counts of attempted extor­
tion and another illegal computer 
access count were dropped in the 
deal, which gave the defendants 
three years probation. Each had 
faced up to nearly four years in 
prison.
Shaun Harrison, 19, and Saverio 
Mondelli, 20, of Suffolk County, 
N.Y., were accused of demanding 
the money as a “consulting fee” from 
the News Corp. subsidiary.
The pair were offering the code 
on their own Web site for $29.95 
and claimed to be developing an 
unbreakable version. MySpace had 
blocked the existing version after it 
was discovered.
The popular MySpace social-net­
working site — where people create 
elaborate profiles and personalize 
them with photos, music and video 
— is supposed to offer anonymity to 
visitors who browse the pages.
But Harrison and Mondelli’s pro­
gram collected e-mail addresses and 
Internet Protocol addres.ses, prosecu- 
toiy, said. Such . infornutioq could 
have been used by stalkers trying to
locate MySpace users, said ITeputy 
District Attorney Jeffrey A. 
McGrath.
The men sold access to several 
versions of the code to computer 
users, who could then ap(^  it to 
their own MySpace profiles. That 
type of traffic monitoring viobtes 
MySpace s rules.
The men boasted they had 
around 85,000 registered users of 
their tracking program, but investi­
gators have not determined how 
much information users were able to 
cull, McGrath said.
The plea bargain, also agreed to 
by Paul L. Gabbert, attorney for the 
young men, severely restricts their 
access to computers, limits them to 
one e-mail address each, and 
requires they do 160 hours of com­
munity service and pay MySpace 
$13,500 in restitution.
Superior Court Commissioner 
Kristi Lousteau told the defendants 
that if they violate their agreement 
they could go to prison. She said 
they will be subject to search of their 
computers at any time and they may 
not access MySpace.com directly or 
indirectly.
The defendants stood before the 
commissioner and acknowledged 
the terms of the agreement, but nei­
ther spoke other than to answer
“ » I«  ”yes.
Outside court, Gabbert said that 
the agreement came from ’“the 
recognition that they are young and
made a mistake and to give them a 
second chance.”
He said they set up their business 
right out of high school, are going to 
college and “they will continue to 
be creative and not transgress the 
law.”
McGrath said the young men, 
who were extremely proficient in 
the Web multimedia program Flash, 
were discovered by the operators of 
MySpace and were sent a “cease and 
desist” order by e-mail.
. The pair sent a reply saying, “We 
will neither cease nor desist” and 
announced on their Web site that 
they were developing an even more 
sophisticated system that would 
soon be for sale, prosecutors said.
The problem for MySpace was 
that the pair’s identities were not 
known because they were operating 
under pseudonyms.
The prosecution said the compa­
ny then began “quasi negotiations” 
with the two. They were arrested last 
May when they flew to Los Angeles 
to collect the $150,000 but actually 
met with undercover Secret Service 
and district attorney’s investigators, 
prosecutors said.
A telephone request for comment 
from MySpace was not immediately 
returned.
McGrath said there are other 
companies offering similar ser­
vices on the Internet and that 
MySpace is constantly trying to 
shut them down.
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standing. Letters must come from a Cal 
Poly e-mail account Do not send letters 
as an attachment Please send the text in 
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HUMOR COLUMN
H ow to make small talk with students
Small talk • noun — What is 
bound to always happen when two 
or more people come together 
who don’t really want to talk to 
each other and have to come up 
with something forcefully to talk 
about. There, my friend, is the basis 
for this week’s ‘‘Guide to Life.” I’m 
about to break it down^, and give 
you the essential topic starters that 
you’ll need for small talk with that 
fellow classmate who you’ll 
inevitably see and really not ever 
want to get in any sort of conversa­
tion with.
Situation: So, you’re walking 
around campus and BAM, you 
make eye contact with that person 
who you halfway know and whose 
name you might not even remem­
ber, but you have to stop and talk. 
The most basic form of any sort of 
college student small talk has to be 
the overused, extremely unimpor­
tant NorCal vs SoCal Debate. 
Fact is, we are all living in Central 
California now, and if you still care 
about this debate, then you proba­
bly are pretty lame^. Anyway, it still 
always somehow makes for great 
small talk chat. It goes a little 
something like this:
‘‘Hey, what up, bro^? Just got 
back from home last weekend.”
‘‘Oh yeah? Where’s home?” the 
guy will ask.
And then, you’re pretty much 
home free with the NorC'al versus 
SoCal Debate. In my case, I would 
say NorCal, and I’d either get a, 
“Hell yeah, man. NorCal repre­
sent,” or “Ah man, NorCal 
HELLA sucks.” From there, 
the conversation will go into 
“THE 101” versus just “101” 
talk all the way to how lame 
or not lame the word “hella”“* 
actually is. All the while 
though, we have complete 
success as the small talk is 
there.
The next type of small talk 
is mosdy for when you need 
to talk to a girl who you just 
don’t want to talk to. 
Situation: You have just fin­
ished using the bathroom, 
you open the door to leave, 
and unavoidably bump into 
that girl. There is nothing 
else to ask a girl when look­
ing for small talk but “hey, go 
to any parties this past week­
end?” Girls seem to like to talk 
about the last party they went to 
more than anything, and more 
specifically, talk about how “it was 
so annoying because every guy 
there, like, totally was hitting on 
me.”
Let’s take a quick flashback 
though. So, all “the girls” are get­
ting ready to go out to this huge 
party which, like most of them, has 
a theme that attempts to get the 
girls to wear the sluttiest clothes 
possible^. The girl that you had to 
make small talk with was so excit­
ed that she wanted to “go all out 
for this one and just look OH MY 
GOD, SO CUTE.” The result, of 
course, was her wearing the slutti-
k í2
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est outfit she could find, yet to her 
surprise, every drunk guy at the 
party wouldn’t leave her alone. Get 
what I’m saying here?
So, to continue the small talk, 
respond with something witty and 
charming like, “Ah, if 1 was there I 
totally would have beat those dudes 
up.” Instantly, she’ll giggle, say 
something like, “OK, I’ll have to 
remember that for next time!” and 
you can both be on your way.
How are we doing so far? Good? 
Good. Alright, moving on to the 
next quick and easy foolproof small 
talk starter, which is to talk about 
how busy you are. Situation: 
You are all done with class for the 
day, are pretty tired and are making 
your way to get the hell off cam­
pus. Uh-oh though, not so fast.
because WHAMMY,^ now 
you have to talk to some­
one who you see. So, try 
something like, “There are 
just so many freakin 
midterms right now. I’m 
just so freakin’ busy all the 
time.” Notice it is safe to 
say “freakin’” because it 
isn’t really swearing, yet 
you are able to really show 
how pissed you are. 
Anyways, you’ll always get 
a response like, “Oh yeah, 
totally. This shit just never 
ends.”
This guy or girl will 
then list off every midterm 
that will be given in the 
next two weeks such as, 
“Yeah, got a midterm 
tomorrow, two on Thursday and 
Friday, then two next Monday and 
one next Tuesday.” Meanwhile, 
this person has listed a total of 
eight midterms, when in reality is 
pretty much virtually impossible. 
Regardless, it sure is a great way to 
talk about absolutely nothing.
Well, this brings me to the end 
of another “Guide to Life.” Like 
always, I hope you learned some­
thing. O f course if you want small 
talk with substance, you can never 
fail by talking about how great 
these “Guides to Life” are.
Mike Heimountz is a journalism 
senior and Mustang Daily humor 
columnist. Chat unth him about the 
uvathcr at mikeheimountz.com.
' Don’t get too excited though. I’m not breaking it down Big Willie Style or anything.
 ^Or a FRESHMAN. Ohhhh one point for Team Heimowitz.
 ^Dude, man, and buddy also work since you really can’t remember his name.
* Hella NOT LAME. Point No. 2 for Team Heimowitz. They call me butu, because I’m on a roll. Suckas.
 ^Or LACK THEREOF. AM I RIGHT, FELLAS? Point three.Total Team Heimowitz domination.
^Yes, WHAMMY, even though you kept thinking,“Big money, no whammies, no whammies.” Point for you if you get the “Press Your Luck” reference.
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If EDer supports the war, 
he should go enlist
Hey, Brian Eller, I would like to 
say, “Bravo!” to you sir. Your col­
umn, “Democrats don’t want to 
win in Iraq” (Feb. 21) inspired me 
to attempt my skills in opinionat­
ed journalism.
First, you state that 1 )emocrats 
arc against helping this country 
and you present two topics, one of 
which is the Patriot Act. Sections 
805 and 505 of the Patriot Act 
have been declared unconstitu­
tional and eight states and 396 
cities have passed resolutions that 
have nullified the provisions that 
violate civil liberties. Though the 
better question is, how does men­
tioning the Patriot Act in your 
column, promote your idea that 
Democrats want to lose in Iraq?
You say that the Democrats 
want to lose the war because their 
.party doesn’t support Cieorge
Bush’s plan of a troop surge. Have 
you looked at the death and 
wounded toll lately? The number 
of U.S. soldier deaths in Iraq: 
3,147. The number of U.S. sol­
diers wounded in Iraq: 23,417.
The number of deaths from the 
other coalition countries: 2.56. The 
number of Iraqi Security Forces 
and civilian deaths: 21,646 (this 
number comes from news reports; 
the actual number is higher).
So Brian, maybe this will give 
you a better outlook of why the 
Democratic party doesn’t want to 
send more troops to Iraq. Don’t 
you agree that 25,049 total report­
ed deaths are extremely unreason­
able for a war that started under 
false pretenses, i.e. weapons of 
mass destruction?
But by all means, if you still feel 
that a troop surge is necessary and 
you still feel strongly about the 
war in Iraq, please go down to 
3860 Broad St. Suite 3C, the 
United States Army Recruiting 
Office, and sign up for this great 
war. I’m sure they would be glad 
to send you over there.
Eric Roesler
Mechanical engineering junior
Words like ‘traitor* 
shouldn*t be used so lig^dy
I am reminded again of one of 
the principles of intelligent debate: 
to treat your opponent with 
respect and refute his opinion with 
logic.
That is why it saddened me to 
see two conservatives (presumably 
Republicans) use words like “trai­
tor” and “undermine victory” on 
Feb. 21 (the conservative column 
and a letter to the editor) without 
backing them up with any kind of 
argument.
Words like these carry strong 
connotations and even strong liter­
al meanings. For this reason, they 
should not he used lightly as part 
of a general debate, hut should he 
rigorously proven and. in the case 
of treason, brought to a court i>f 
law.
Flinging words like these around 
simply to smear your opponent 
renders the R*st of your argument 
meaningless, detracting even from 
those that argue the same point for 
legitimate reasons.
For this reason, I hope that con­
servatives who want their ideas to 
> heTWpected in 'anrintd ltgentI «ON«*««*« M M M «« 1« V«- •«<*««>« <«
debate, composed of reason instead 
of insults, will begin their argu­
ments by repudiating these slanders 
that sap the sense from their own 
arguments.
I also hope that they can restrain 
themselves to refuting the actual 
arguments of the liberals (with 
whom I happen to stand on the 
war debate) instead of assigning 
opinions like “surrender” or 
“defeat-o-crats” to them.
Intelligent debate will only 
work when they argue against our 
actual position that the war was 
started on lies and has been horri­
bly mismanaged, instead of trying 
to refute the notion of surrender 
that no one supports.
Troy Kuersten
Aerospace engineering senior
Let it out!
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10 Poly athletes receive 
honors from Big West, 
media oudets on same day
BRENNAN ANGEL FI1.E PHOTO
Since becoming the Cal Poly men’s basketball team’s head coach in 2000, Kevin Bromley (shown Feb. 10) 
has guided the Mustangs to three winning seasons, including this year. The Mustangs were one shot away 
from reaching the NCAA Tournament in 2002-03, losing 57-54 to Utah State in the Big West Conference 
Tournament title game on March 15, 2003.
times it doesn’t. It is tough, Bromley said, to get an
At the end of the five-win, 22-loss exact reading on every recruit’s per- 
2(K)4-05 season, four players left the sonality and set of goals when they 
program before graduation. One are 17 or 18 years old.
(Lew Finnegan) transferred closer to 
home on the East Coast and now
Bromley
continued from page 12 
they’re 35 years old and say, ‘coach, 1 
appreciated that.’The most enjoyable 
(part) is getting those guys to work 
together and trying to find out what plays at Bendey College, a Division
their strengths are, and then play to 
those strengths and it all comes 
together.”
As a Colorado native, Bromley 
grew up cheering for the Denver 
Rockets — who became the 
Nuggets — when the franchise was 
part of the American Basketball 
As.sociadon. He loved the red, white 
and blue ball and admired players 
such as David Thompson and 
Maurice Lucas.
“That’s the most influential rime,” 
Bromley said.
Bromley came to Cal Poly in 1995
II school in Massachusetts. Another 
(Phil Johnson) retired because of 
chronic back injuries.
The reasons the other two — 
starring guards Kameron Gray and 
Fernando Sampson — departed are 
more complicated.
Gray, a transfer from Chabot 
College, was one of the most promis-
“You can make some recruiting 
mistakes,” Bromley said. “The mis­
takes are generally made because (the 
NCAA) limits the amount of rime 
you can contact these young men, 
whether it’s phone calls, finding out 
about them. Sometimes you’re going 
to make some mistakes.
“Any profession — how many 
people get fired? ‘You’re just not 
quite the fit for our company.’ It’s 
kind of like that. It’s a business a litde
ing sophomore point guards in the bit. You get your employees in here 
nation. He helped engineer upset and hopefully you see that they’re 
road wins at Cal and USC in his first sold on you and the product and the 
year on campus (2003-04). company they’re working for, and
But he was dismis.sed from the they’re going to work hard. That’s 
pre^ram in April 2005 for repeated probably what most of the mistakes
under then-head coach Jeff academic problems.
Schneider, who now lives in Myrtle 
Beach, S.C., running a variety of bas­
ketball camps and clinics.
Since becoming the Mustangs’ 
head coach in 2(HK), Bromley said he 
has forged friendships with mentors 
and rivals alike, including current
“With Kameron, he was an unbe­
lievable young man,” Bromley said. 
“(He) just didn’t want to gcr to 
school.”
After a junior season in which he 
started 14 of the 16 games he played. 
Sampson opted to leave school and
Division I skippers Greg Ciraham likely joined his family’s construction 
(Boise State), Bob Williams (UC business. Bromley' said.
Santa Barbara) and Kalvin Sampson 
(Indiana).
When he was young. Bromley 
would write letters to Hall of Fame 
coach Larry Brown, who wrote him 
back.
“1 always thought (Brown) was 
great for the game, college and pro,” 
Bromley said.
Bromley is now a mentor himself 
— to 16 players and three assistant 
coaches.
And a key cog in any intercolle­
giate athletics program is recruiting, 
an area in which Bromley has been 
able to apply those mentoring skills.
Most of the time, it works.
But like any organization, some-
“ Fernando comes fixiin a groat 
family,” Bromley said. “He started off
come down to — is people don’t 
want to work hard and cut corners. 
You can’t do it.”
Despite the challenges of recruit­
ing. Bromley does not see it as a 
chore or undesirable undertaking.
“It’s not too bad.” he said. “You’re 
selling yourself, which is enjoyable. I 
think Cal Poly’s a great situation. It 
just gets better and better. It’s come a 
long way since I’ve been here. That 
part’s exciting. The athletic depart-
groat. I think he probably just lost his ment continues to grow, maybe not 
focus. Maybe it wasn’t a priority. His as fast as some people would like to 
priorities changed a little bit, so who see it, but 1 think we’re doing it the 
do you blame about that? When pri- right way. We’re not sacrificing the 
orities change, you can’t do much ethics or integrity of it.” 
about it. Basketball wasn’t what he And despite the workaholic nature 
thought it’d be. He lost his love for of his chosen profession, it is just that 
the game. He’s probably working for to Bromley — a chosen profession, 
his dad right now. There’s nothing “It’s therapeutic for me,” he said, 
wrong with that.” “If I feel overwhelmed or stressed
Gray, meanwhile, has gone on to out or whatever, I get a ball and go 
become the starring point guard for into the gym and just shoot. Things 
smaller Oklahoma City University, become clear for me. I’m sure it’s no 
which bo.ists four NAIA titles. He different than an artist or someone 
leads the 29-0 Stars in minutes who plays a musical instrument. It’s 
played, assists and steals. their therapy.”
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Junior right-hander Robyn 
Kontra went 2-0 without surrender­
ing an earned run and senior center 
fielder Lisa Modglin hit .600 with 
three homers and seven RBI at the 
Palm Springs Classic as the C'al Poly 
softball duo earned the Big West 
C'onference’s Pitcher and Player of 
the Week Awards, respectively, 
Monday.
During C'al Poly’s 4-1 foray at the 
Palm Springs Classic, Modglin was 9 
for 15, scored seven times and com­
piled a 1.267 on-base percentage.The 
Simi Valley native opened the tourna­
ment with a leadoff homer in C"al 
Poly’s 2-0 victory against UNLV on 
Feb. 23. Modglin swatted a two-run 
homer later in the day as part of a 3- 
for-4, four-RBl effort in the 
Mustangs’ 15-3 romp past Virginia.
The following day in Cal Poly’s 6- 
3 win against Mississippi, Modglin hit 
another solo homer and scored 
twice. A 2-for-3 showing that includ­
ed a double Feb. 25 against lUinois- 
Chicago helped Modglin become 
the only Mustang to hit safely in each 
of Cal Poly’s five tournament games.
For the season, Modglin is hitring 
a team-leading .5(X) with with 21 
runs, 15 RBI, 44 total bases and a 
1 .(XK) slugging percentage. After hit­
ring just six homers in her first 149 
career games, Modglin leads the 
Mustangs with six in 14 games this 
sea.son.
Kontra (3-0) faced just three hit­
ters over the minimum in complete- 
game victories against UNLV and 
lUinois-Chicago (4-1). In Cal Poly’s 
tournament opener, Kontra held 
UNLV hitless for the opening 3 2/3 
innings, didn’t allow a baserunner 
past second and tied a career high 
with eight strikeouts. She struck out 
seven UIC batters two days later, 
walked just one, scattered throe hits 
and retired the final 14 Flames she 
faced. In 14 innings, Kontra held 
opponents to a .128 batting average 
and lowered her season ERA to a Cal 
Poly-best 1.83.
Women Basketball
After averaging 15.0 points and 
12.0 rebounds per game in Cal Poly’s 
victories versus league-leading UC 
Riverside on Feb. 22 and ('al State 
Fullerton on Feb. 24 and becoming 
the seventh player in the 33-year his­
tory of the Mustang pnigram to 
notch 1,<XX) career points, senior for­
ward Jessica Eggleston was named the 
Big West C'onference’s Player of the 
Week on Monday.
In the Mustangs’ 75-64 victory 
against C’al State Fullerton, Eggleston 
celebrated Senior Night at Mott 
Gym by recording 16 points and 12 
rebounds to log her second straight 
double-double and fifth of the sea­
son. Ej^eston’s second basket of the 
night — a jumper at the 13-minute, 
16-second mark of the first half — 
helped her become the first Mustang 
since Kellie Hoffiiian in 1996 to join 
the exclusive l,(XX>-point club.
Two days prior, Eggleston scorod 
14 points and snatched 12 rebounds 
to help the Mustangs upend regular- 
season conference champion UC 
Riverside, 64-58.
The award was the second consec­
utive honor for Eggleston, the third 
this season and fourth of her career. 
Ef^eston is the first player to win the 
award in consecutive weeks since UC 
Santa Barbara’s Erin Buescher took
the honor Feb. H and 15, 1998. Cal 
Poly leads all Big West schools with 
five POW awards this year.
Men’s Basketball
Cal Poly junior post player 
1 )reshawn Vance was named Big West 
C'onference Player of the Week on 
Monday. Vance earned the honor 
when he averaged 11 points and 8.5 
rebounds in wins this past week in 
wins over UC- Riverside and C'al 
State Fullerton.
The native ofWalnut came off the 
bench to produce 10 points, eight 
rebounds and two blocks in just 19 
minutes of play in the win over the 
Highlanders. Against the Titans,Vance 
played 20 minutes and scored 12 
points with a team-high nine 
rebounds.
In the win at Riverside,Vance was 
5 of 8 fixim the field and against the 
Titans, he made all five of his shots 
fix)m the floor.
Vance helped the team to its fifth 
consecutive win Saturday and the 
team’s fourth consecutive road win.
The Mustangs last won five con­
secutive games during the 1995-% 
sea.son and four consecutive road 
wins was last accomplished during 
the 2(X)2-03 season.
BasebaD
Thomas Eager’s performance 
against Santa Clara has been voted 
the West Regional Performance of 
the Week on InsidePitching.com. 
Eager spun a gem as he dominated 
Sanu Clara with his three-hit, com­
plete-game shutout. In giving Cal 
Poly its first complete-game shutout 
since April 16, 2(X)5, he struck out 
nine Santa Clara hitters while walk­
ing only one in the 8-0 win.
Regional performances of the 
week are decided by a panel of voters 
fiom around the country.
Football
Five Cal Poly football players, led 
by first-team selections Chris White 
and Kyle Shotwell on defense, have 
been named to the 2(X)6 Football 
Gazette Northwest All-Region 
Team.
White was named to the 
American Football Coaches 
Association All-American Team 
while Shotwell earned the Buck 
Buchanan Award as the nation’s 
defensive player of the year in the 
F(X)tball C-hampionship Subdivision 
(formerly Division I-AA).
Sophomore wide receiver Ramses 
Barden was named to the third team 
on offense while sophomoro running 
back James Noble and senior corner- 
back Cxiurtney Brown earned hon­
orable mention.
White recorded 30 tackles in 2(X)6 
and finished his career with 108 tack­
les, including 36.5 for lost yardage, 
and 21.5 sacks.
Shotwell notched 122 tackles and 
completed his Mustang career with 
392 tackles. No. 2 all-time at the 
school.
Barden caught 42 passes for 824 
yards and five touchdowns for the 
Mustangs in 2(X)6.
Noble netted 1,(X)9 yards and 
seven touchdowns last fall.
Brown had 111 total tackles. 10 
interceptions and 29 pass breakups in 
his four-year Mustang career.
Shotwell, a two-time all-region 
selection, was named Northwest 
Region linebacker of the year.
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Dalembert’s 20 points» 17 boards lead host 76ers past Kings, 89-82
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PHILADELPHIA These are
the kind ot performances from tor tlie future.
their developing nucleus that give Andre Miller smartly and
the Philadelphia 7hers optimism unselfishly leading the offense.
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Samuel of the 
Supreme Court
Nobel-winning 
poet Nelly
Baby bird’
Musical
liabilities
Nordic gear
Collections of 
points in math
Come up
Gender-bending 
Streisand film
Wise old heads
Pale lager
‘___takers’ *
Robert of 
“Quincy”
“S N.L*
announcer
Pardo
Bard s before 
Mature 
Actor Milo 
Surf sounds 
Blue-book filler 
Attention-getter
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Melee
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36 Singer Di Franco 47 Wrestling locale
37 Lashed (up)
38 Stockings
40 Sonata ending, 
often
43 ______ Mann of
1960’spop
44 Pizza slices, 
usually
49 Hearing-related
50 Persona non
51 Hate
53 Home on high
54 Conclusively 
show
55 Perfume 
compound
57 Sounded a bell
58 Margarine
59 Slugger's target
60 Ransom Olds’s 
middle name
61 Seemingly 
forever
For answers, call 1-900-285-5656. $1 20 a minute; or. with a 
credit card. 1-800-814-5554
Annual subscriptions are available for the best of Sunday 
aosswords from the last 50 years 1-888-7-ACROSS.
Online subscnptions Today's puzzle and more than 2.000 
past puzzles, nytimes com/crosswords ($34 95 a year). 
Share tips nytimes com^zzleforum. Crosswords for young 
solvers, nytimes com/leaming/xwords.
Samuel Dalembert racking up a 
double-double.
Andre Iguodala dunking and 
driving toward another 20-point 
game.
“We need to do that every 
night.” Miller said.
Dalembert scored 20 points and 
grabbed 17 rebounds, and Iguodala 
had 22 points to lead the 
Philadelphia 70ers to an SO-82 win 
over the Sacramento Kings on 
Monday night.
The Sixers used a 12-5 run late 
in the fourth to put away the Kings 
and snap a two-game losing streak.
Miller added 1S points and Joe 
Smith chipped in with a pair of 
buckets down the stretch that 
pushed back the Kings.
The Sixers want to build around 
Miller, Dalembert and Iguodala. 
and hope three first-round draft 
picks, including a lottery selection, 
can put them back in the playoffs 
before long.
“1 love the things that we're 
doing with the development of our 
young guys," coach Maurice 
Cheeks said.'M love coaching them. 
They go out on the floor and do 
the things that we ask them to do.”
Wild Pitch
continued from page 12 
straight.
For the men, three diffea*nt players 
have either won or shared the award 
over the past three weeks — junior 
post player I )reshawn Vance on 
Monday, senior forward Derek 
Stockalper l ist week and junior guard 
1 )awin Whiten two weeks ago.
Both teams have a chance to secure 
the No. 2 seed in the Big West tour-
w i j d d l m ^
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7 4 3 5 9 1 6 8 2
ney, which would mean they would 
not have to play in the first two 
nninds of the tournament. The top 
four seeds receive a bye in the first 
round only.
But despite the historic strides 
made by both teams already this sea­
son, neither is satisfied. Both want to 
engrave their places in school history 
by becoming the first teams to a*ach 
the NCAA Tournament.
To do so, they would have to win 
the Big West Tournament, which runs 
from March 7 to 10 at the Anaheim 
Cionvention Center.
There will be plenty of room there 
for the Mustang Maniacs.
And if either Cal Poly team wins its 
final two regular-season games — 
which tip off Thursday and Saturday 
— it will not begin play in Anaheim 
until Friday, March 9.The title games 
are March 10.
What could make for a better pre- 
spring bR*ak, weekend road trip than 
Disneyland and the Big West 
Tournament?
Disneyland is a magical place, but 
the best magic of all could occur on 
the hardwocxl across the way.
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HELP WANTED
Retaarch Candidataa
Coastal Medical Research Group, 
Inc. is conducting a clinical 
research trial for participants with 
Candidiasis. Are you 18 years 
of age or older? Do you have 
vaginal itching, burning or 
irritation? You may qualify to 
participate in this research study. 
Qualified participants will receive 
study related medical exams, 
investigational medication and 
reimbursement for time and travel.
Call for more information: 
Coastal Medical Research Group.
Inc. 805-549-7570
HELP WANTED
FUN - SUMMER CAMP JOBS 
www.daycampjobs.com/slo
College Rep. GreenPeace U.S.A. 
(209) 298-6654
SWIM INSTRUCTOR 
Must be great with children, fun 
and committed to teach at the 
5 Cities Swim Club Arroyo Grande 
(805) 481-6399
English Students: Do you need 
improvement in writing decent 
essays or analyzing texts? Do you 
have an upcoming WPE or GWR?
I am an experienced, certified 
English tutor who can help you find 
easy solutions to your problems. 
(805) 458-5907
STAYING IN SLO THIS SUMMER A 
LOOKING FOR A JOB ON CAMPUS?
Conference and Event Planning 
is hiring 10-20 staff for summer 
conferencing season. Training 
begins in late April. Seeking 
hard-working, responsible, and 
positive individuals who enjoy 
working in a fun, fast-paced team 
setting. Cashier and customer ser­
vice experience preferred. Optional 
summer housing at highly reduced 
rate. Rexible hours. PT/FT avaif 
able. $7.50-9.50/hour.
Great internship opportunity! 
Fed Work Study positions open. 
Applications and job descriptions 
in bldg 116 rm 211,
M-F 8:30 a.m. -4:30pm or on 
Mustang Jobs online. Completed 
Apps. and resume due by 3/2/07. 
Call (805) 756-7600 for detailed 
job description emailed to you
Pet-Sitter Needed! Looking for 
friendly person to take care of a 
very cute, sweet, small bird for 1 
week (Spring Break) Call to ask 
about pay (760) 877-3410
LA Area Summer Camps 
www.daycampjobs.com/slo
SHOUT OUTS! FREE EVERY THURS 
Submit yours by Tuesday! 
classifieds@mustangdaily.net
Want to place an ad? 756-1143
HELP WANTED
Part-Time AG SERVICE REP 
Responsible person w/ good 
driving record. Rexible time 
10-30 hours/ wk. Physical work 
& mechanics involved.
Fax resume 805-987-5837 or 
e-mail jim@cool-pak.com
Day Camps Seek Sumn>er Staf^. 
San Fernando and Conejo Valley 
$3300-$3600 (888) 784-CAMP 
WWW. workatcamp .com/ slo
Research Candidates
CMRG is actively looking for 
Research Candidates to 
participate in a clinical trial. If you 
are 18 years or older, diagnosed 
with a Sinusitis Infection and have 
had symptoms longer than 7 days 
and less than 28 days with two 
of the following: Facial Pain, 
Purulent Nasal Discharge, Frontal 
Headaches, Maxillary Dental Pain, 
or Fever, you may qualify for this 
clinical research study. Please call 
Coastal Medical Research Group 
at 805-549-7570 
for more information.
Time and travel may be 
reimbursed for qualified patients.
If you like working with children 
and are interested in tutoring at 
local elementary schools, come by 
the SCS office in UU 217 or email 
scsyouthprograms@gmail.com
ANNOUNCEM ENTS
Raise the Respect Meeting 
Sex trafficking, Darfur, 
invisible Children and more . . .
Educating student about injustices 
happening now and taking action! 
Find out more at our meeting on 
Mon, Mar 5, 7pm @ in UU217! 
RaisetheRespect@gmail.com
iKYblVETAFt :
100% ADRENALINE RUSH Tandem 
& AFF Excellent Safety Record 
Student Discount 
www.skydlvetaft.com
(661) 765-5867
RENTAL HOUSING
Room Available for Winter/Spring 
Master Bdrm with 2 walk-in 
closets. BR. shower. W/D included. 
Chill roommates, very clean. Stay 
for summer possible. $800 OBO 
Please call: (949) 510-1886
5 Bdrm 3 bath semi-furnished 
TV. fridge, couches, fireplace. 
W/D, No pets/smoking/parties. 
Long-term tenants wanted. 
Highland Dr. $3,000/mo 
Contact: (661) 340-7339
HOMES FOR SALE
Free List of all Houses and 
Condos for sale in SLO.
Nelson Real Estate 
(805) 546-1990 or email 
steve@slohomes.com
LOST AND FOUND
$ 10 0 0  REWARD for info on stolen 
1999 silver Volvo S70 model 
Contact: 431-2972
REWARD: Lost Tl 89 Calculator 
Call Joe at (805) 234-3934
FOUND toyota keys at Hathway and 
Fredericks St on Feb. 17th 
Please call (559) 824-5218
FOUND: Amanda's Ford Keys 
Call Bryan 805-234-4337
LOST Silver Tiffany bracelet with 
heart. Please call 705-6090
FOUND ring in Bldg 26 on Feb 15 
Please call (408) 821-6253
FOUND: Sunglasses in Bldg 13 
Call 909-633-8022
REWARD $50 for LOST dog 
“Nacho" Bulldog. Male, 
White/brown. Call: 438-5424
FOUND Woman's watch near 
Foothill Blvd. Call (916) 214-5090
FOUND scarf in University Cashier 
Call Betty: 756-2310
FOUND: Silver Crescent - shaped 
hoop earrings^ (646) 483-9647
REWARD for lost gold bracelet with 
heart and "Frances" engraved 
Please call: (805) 464-1000
LOST Motorola cell phone 
contact: hduong@calpoly.edu
Lost and Found ads are FREE
 ^f  ■ t*. • I ♦  ^•• A ^  « ■ A e. 4k
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On the grind: The life o f a 
college baskethall coach
Tristan Aird
MUSIANC DAILY
W ith his team losing early in a game it had to win, Kevin Mromley 
clapped his hands angrily and sig­
naled tor a timeout.
An animated talk in the huddle 
ensued, with Hromley not targeting 
one specitic player, but using aggres­
sive hand motions to match his lec­
ture on defensive effort. What fol­
lowed was Bromleys C'al Poly men’s 
basketball team scoring 24 o f the 
game’s next 31 points on the way to 
an 89-80 home win over U C  Irvine 
on Feb. 10.
“To be honest, practice is a lot 
more enjoyable than games,’’ 
Bromley said a few days earlier. “You 
plan in practice and you have more 
control over it. It’s like a lesson plan. 
In a game, it’s test night. How do you 
feel when you take a test every time? 
It’s like you enjoy going to class, but 
the test... Whatever you did prior for 
that test, get a good night’s rest and 
go into it and see what happens.’’ 
Behind Biomley’s intense stare, 
clean-cut look and strictly-business 
persona is a coach who cares deeply 
for his players and possesses a genuine 
love for the history and integrity of 
the game.
As a guard for Colorado State in 
the early 1980s, Bromley had the 
opportunity to play against future 
NBA greats such as Tom Chambers, 
Danny Ainge, Michael Cage, Xavier 
McDaniel and others.
Largely because of his playing 
days, Bromley is a fierce competitor 
and often works on game plans long 
past midnight.
“In your mind, it doesn’t shut off,” 
Bromley said of coaching. “You’re 
married to the game. Even if you 
have a litde downtime. I’m thinking 
about ways to beat Long Beach State. 
It never leaves you during the season. 
Mentally, it’s 24/7. Like last night, I 
watched the Long Beach State- 
Pacific game — it was on at 1 
o’clock in the morning. I’m up ‘till 3 
o’clock watching the game.”
That’s the calm after the storm. 
Against UC Irvine on Feb. 10, the 
lights are bright and the action is live. 
Nothing IS scripted.
Before the game, Bromley shakes 
hands with three officials.
Then come the starting lineups. 
But while music blares and loud 
introductions send shockwaves 
through Mott Gym, Bromley is calm, 
collected and focused on his players.
When the last starter,Trae Clark, is 
introduced, Bromley leans close to 
the sophomore point guard and tells 
him something. Clark laughs and 
high-fives his teammates before run­
ning onto the floor to play one of his 
finest games of the season, dishing 
out eight assists.
Both coaches begin the game in 
their seats on the bench, watching 
the early action unfold.
That doesn’t last long.
After Cal Poly falls into a 7-1 
deficit, Bromley becomes vocal. 
When UC Irvine’s lead reaches 10-3,
ri
BRENNAN ANGEL FILE PHOTOS
Above, Cal Poly men’s basketball head coach Kevin Bromley instructs his players in a timeout during 
the Mustangs’ 89-80 Big West Conference win over visiting UC Irvine on Feb. 10 in Mott Gym.
Below, Bromley paces the sideline during the game. He wore sneakers Feb. 10 to participate in 
Coaches vs. Cancer Suits and Sneakers Weekend.
a timeout is called.
But even after his team grabs a 21- 
17 lead, Bromley still finds room for 
advice, talking to and patting sopho­
more point guard Chaz Thomas on 
the back during a substitution.
About eight minutes before half­
time, a call is made that Bromley dis­
agrees with. He articulates his view­
point close to the ear of the referee, 
who cannot respond verbally because 
he has a whisde in his mouth. The 
referee nods and eventually jogs 
toward the other end of the court.
UC Irvine has narrowed Cal 
Poly’s lead to six points. Arms folded, 
Bromley begins to pace the sideline.
Once the lead is cut to four, 
Bromley calls another timeout and 
lets his players have it in the huddle.
The team responds by doubling its 
advantage, going to halftime up 50- 
42.
Coming out of the locker room 
with the eight-point lead, Bromley 
clasps his hands and looks at the 
scoreboard as if for reassurance that 
his team Is in ftont.
The Mustangs begin to pull away 
ftom the Anteaters.
After junior shooting guard 
Dawin Whiten makes a spectacular 
reverse layup to give Cal Poly a nine- 
point cushion, the crowd goes wild. 
But Bromley has no time to cele­
brate. He quickly throws his fists into 
the air to signify a new defensive set 
while his players get back on defense.
After another controversial call 
midway through the second half, 
Bromley approaches the referee to 
argue, but not in a loud, extroverted 
manner. An assistant helps him in his 
cause, to no avail.
Cal Poly’s lead grows to as many as 
14. points on the way to the team’s
sixth win in its last eight games.
Afterward, players praised Bromley 
for his knowledge, communication 
skills and method of coaching.
“He’s very passionate,” Whiten 
said. “His face turns red when he’s 
running up and down the sideline 
trying to get us to play hard because 
he knows that we’re capable of play­
ing well, but we don’t always do that 
all the time. His job is pretty difficult 
but he does it well, better than any­
body I’ve played with in a long 
time.”
Senior forward Derek Stockalper 
agreed.
“Coach called that timeout and 
kind of got in our faces a little bit and 
made sure we stepped up our defen­
sive effort,” Stockalper said.
Bromley’s own efforts and eventu­
al immersion in basketball began like 
many children who grow up around 
the sport.
“1 loved the game when 1 was real 
young,” he said. “We had a basketball 
court in the back. My dad showed 
me how to shoot. Started at a young 
age and just fell in love with the 
game.”
Then the competitiveness kicked 
in.
“When you start getting better 
than others at something,” Bromley 
said, “it gives you self-esteem. When 
you find someone who can beat you, 
the competitive part of you takes 
over. I’m a competitive son of a gun. 
I hate losing.”
Bromley did not always know he 
wanted to become a coach, but start­
ed giving it serious thought once he 
decided to pursue a background in 
education.
“I loved kids,” he said.“My under­
graduate (degree) was in physical
education, then I got a master’s 
degree in education administration. I 
just pictured myself as a physical edu­
cation teacher working with kids and 
somehow tied to sports because 1 
love sports.”
Bromley wears the teaching mind­
set on his sleeve, always imparting 
advice to his players — when neces­
sary — during practice in an empty 
gym or a hectic conference tourna­
ment game in front of thousands of 
fans.
“One part that’s really neat is see­
ing young men grow and mature,” he 
said.“l love that part, and hoping you 
have some sort of play in that. You 
fiave some positive influence. The 
few things that you say they grasp a 
hold of, and they call you back when
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March-ing 
toward the 
postseason?
Tristan Aird
MUSTANC DAILY
Remember back in the day, while 
playing NBA Jam, when a player 
would somersault through the air 
with the ball streaking flames on the 
way to a slam dunk and the play-by- 
play announcer would shout, “He’s 
on fire!”?
That’s a little like how the two 
Cal Poly basketball teams are play­
ing.
The women have won eight 
straight games for the program’s 
longest winning streak in 24 years, 
are one win away from the team’s 
best Big West Conference winning 
percentage ever and two wins away 
from clinching the program’s first 
winning overall record since the 
1991-92 season.
The men have won 10 of their 
last 12 games, clinched the program’s 
fim winning overall record since the 
2(K)2-()3 season, are 10-2 at home, 
one win away fix>m the team’s best 
Big West winning percentage ever 
and look as if they will finish with an 
overall record more than three 
games above .5(X) for the first time 
since going 19-9 in 1991-92.
Whew.
But more importandy than all 
those figures, both teams have a 
legitimate shot at reaching the 
NC'AA Tournament for the first 
rime since moving to the Division 1 
level in 1994-95.
Maa'h Madness.
The big dance.
Whatever you want to call it.
Sure, both Mustang squads are still 
a ways away from that point — both 
still have two regular-sea.son games 
left before the Big West tourney 
even begins — but the possibility is 
a staggering thought considering 
how both began the season.
The women were 5-12 with 
more players injured than anyone 
could count.
The men were 6-8 and had suf­
fered an embarnussing 80-63 loss at 
San Jose State (4-24).
But since those points in time, 
both teams have seen their youthful 
rosters progress leaps and bounds, 
injuries have been avoided for the 
most part and the rotations have 
been solidified.
Additionally, both teams have 
been piling up Big West Player of the 
Week awards.
For the women, senior forward 
Jessica Eggleston has taken two 
see Wild Pitch, page 11
